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The last update june 26,2020 9.5K View C programming language was developed in the mid-1970s, but still, it is considered the mother of all programming languages. It supports multiple functions and is powerful enough to interact directly with hardware devices and kernels. This C programming tutorial
covers,A brief history of C programming languageC is developed by Dennis Ritchie in 1972 at Bell Institute (USA). It is a universal, structured, machine-independent, simple and flexible programming language. It was developed primarily as a system programming language for writing operating systems.
The functions of the C programming language C are machine-independent by providing a powerful abstraction for libraries and built-in features. You can develop system applications such as kernels, drivers, and so on. The C language supports structured programming, including the use of functions.
Functions can reduce code complexity and be completely reused. Unlike its predecessors, the C language integrates several built-in arithmetic and logical features and makes development quick and convenient with many built-in libraries. The C language is a high-level language and is also open for
upgrades. Therefore, programming languages are considered scalable, as are other parent languages. The C language supports backtracking functions related to recursive. During the recursive process, functions are called several times within different functions. C allows you to use pointers to interact
directly with memory. Use pointers for memory, structure, functions, arrays, stacks, and so on. The C language comes with minimal library and built-in functionality, reducing compilation and execution time and lowering the system overhead. C provides the best possible memory management in equivalent
memory management. Memory can be dynamically allocated and assigned. Malloc(), calloc() and realloc() functions are used to dynamically allocate memory, and free () functions are used to allocate memory at any time. Data types and variable data types in C are broadly categorized into four
categories: Basic Data TypeThe default data type is considered the most basic and basic data type that C must provide. Below the underlying data types are the data types: Datatype name data type size data type data type range short 1 byte -128-127 contract short 1 byte - 255char1 byte -128 to
127unsigned char1 byte0 ~255int2 bytes -32,768 to 32,768 to 32,768 to 32,768 to 32,767 unsigned int2byte0 receive 65,535long4 bytes-2,147,48,44, 24, 24, 483,647 signaturelong 4 bytes 0 to 4,294,967,295float4 bytes 3.4E-38 receive 3.4E +38double8 bytes 1.7E-3 1.7E+308long double 10bytes 3.4E-
4932 ~ 1.1E+4932 Derived Datatype type is derived from a combination of one or more types of datatype. In the C library, the function is a predefined type of object. Function type pointer type array type structure type union type The data type is used to declare a unified constant in the C programming
language so that it is easy to remember and maintain the integrated constant name. Keyword enumeration is used to declare the enumerated datatype.example. Void Data Type Empty Data Type C.example:void function (int n) int function (void) is used as a return type for a function that does not return a
value, and the empty data type is defined as a reserved memory space where the variable in the C variable stores the value of a clear type of data. The value of the variable is not constant and can be changed instead. C.There are mainly five types of variables supported by the region variable
variable.Variable Variable External VariableVariableLocal variableSA The scope of the scope confined to a particular block of code is called local variables, which are declared inside a block of local variable code or function./examplevoid Edureka() {int Local_variable=10} global variable block or global
variable sized outside the function, and a variable that allows all functions to change the value Global_variable Global_variable./exampleint=10; Void Edureka () { int Local_variable =20; } A variable declared using static variable keyword static is called a static variable. Static variables maintain declared
values throughout the entire execution of the program and do not change between multiple function calls./Yeyeboyd Edureka () {int Local_variable =10;/static int Static_variable =10; Local_variable =Local_variable+1; Static_variable =Static_variable+1; Print (%d,%d, x,y); } You can use automatic
variableauto to report automatic variables. By default, all variables declared in the C language are automatic variables.//examplevoid main () {int Local_variable=10; //(auto default) auto int auto=20; /(auto variable) }; External variables External variables are declared using the extern keyword. You can
share variables from multiple C source files using external variables./exampleextern external=10; Let us run our first C program. In this C programming tutorial, we will understand the basic structure of the C program. All basic C programs consist of the following sectionsPreprocessor directives are
declared at the beginning of all C programs #와 special characters. It is defined as a predefined function or macro program that is called and compiled by the C compiler during the compilation process. The functions of the C program are defined as granular programs in the main program. Functions
provide code reusability and reduce code complexity. The variable is defined by the name that declares the value of the C program to the store. Every variable used in C has a specific data type that determines the size and layout of variable memory. The statement stipulates that we provide instructions
to the computer so that we can compile it. On the other hand, it is considered a mathematical or logical statement that yields results. Comments are not compiled by the compiler. Comments are recorded within // or /* */. Now let's run the first Hello World program. #include&lt;stdio.h&gt; int main (Hello
World); Return 0; } //OutputHello WorldLoops C programming loop is defined as a programming statement designed to execute a specific code segment until a specific number of times or certain conditions are met. There are three loop statements that can be used primarily in C.For loopFor, which are
control flow statements that allow you to execute specific code segments for limited numeric iterations. For loop has three arguments: init variables, counter variables, and incremental/decreased variables. The flow chart for the loop is as follows:Example#example#, which is &gt;stdio.h;int main() {int i;
(i=1; i &lt;=5; i++)= {= printf(%dn,= i);= }= return= 0;= }//output1= 2= 3= 4= 5while= loopwhile= loop= in= c= programming= is= a= contol= flow= statement= that= executes= itself= repeatedly= until= a= given= boolean= condition= is= satisfied.= while= loop= can= be= considered= as= a= repeating= if=
statement.the= flow= chart= for= the= for= loop= is= as=&gt;&lt;/=5;&gt; &lt;stdio.h&gt; int main(i int main)] {int count=1; 동안 (카운트 &lt;= 5)= {= printf(%d= ,= count);= count++;= }= return= 0;= }//output1= 2= 3= 4= 5do-while= loopdo= while= loop= in= c= programming= is= considered= to= be= a=
conditional= statement= completely= similar= to= a= normal= while= loop.= the= only= difference= is= that= the= do= while= loop= has= the= boolean/conditional= statement= is= placed= at= the= end= of= the= loop.= this= makes= the= do= while= loop= to= execute= at= least= for= once.the= flow=
chart= for= the= for= loop= is= as=&gt;&lt;/=&gt; &lt;stdio.h&gt; int 메인() { int j=0; do {printf( The value of the variable j is: %dn, j); j++;} while (j &lt;=5); return= 0;= }//outputvalue= of= the= variable= j= is:= 0= value= of= the= variable= j= is:= 1= value= of= the= variable= j= is:= 2= value= of= the= variable=



j= is:= 3= value= of= the= variable= j= is:= 4= value= of= the= variable= j= is:= 5conditional= statements= in= c= programmingconditional= statements= in= c= language= can= be= defined= as= the= programming= statements= that= are= designed= to= decide= the= execution= flow= of= the=
statements= of= the= program= over= the= specified= mathematical= or= logical= condition.= the= important= conditional= statements= in= this= c= programming= tutorial= are= as= follows.ifif= statement= in= c= language= is= a= programming= conditional= statement= that= executes= a= code=
segment= over= a= condition,= provided= if= it= is= true= and= valid.= below= is= the= flowchart= for= if=&gt;&lt;/=5);&gt; &lt;stdio.h&gt; int 메인 () { int 번호 = 0; printf (숫자 입력:);; 스캔 (%d no.1); (Number 2===0) {printf (number is %d, even number);} Return 0; }/OutputEnterEnter number:4 Your number
is 4&lt;/stdio.h&gt; &gt;stdio.h;;lt;stdio.h&gt; &gt;/stdio.h&gt; &gt;stdio.h&gt; &gt;/stdio.h&gt; &gt;stdio.h;;lt;stdio.h;;t;stdio.h&gt;Conditional statements in the numberelse-ifElse C language are used to execute statements in one of two statements. The conditional statement is true and valid for the provided
code segment. Here's a flowchart for conditions in other cases.//yes#int&amp;stdio.h&gt;main () {int number=0;printf (number input:); scan (%d,&amp;&amp;number); if (number %2 ===0===0) {number is %d and even, number); } Other {printf (your number is %d and is odd;number); OutputEnterEnter
number:5 is the number 5, and if the c-language ladder is a set of consecutive Else-If statements used to execute one realistic and valid statement in a specified statement set, the odd number=if ladderElse.if the other case is the flowchart for ladder conditions.#include&amp;stdio.h&gt; int main () {int
number =0; printf (enter numbers:); scan (%d,&amp;number); if (number===10) {printf (the number entered is the same as 10); } In other cases (number ===50) {printf (input number is 50) } If different (number ==100) {number entered 100) } Other {print numbers are not the same as 10 or 100}.
Outputenterenter number:5 The number entered is 10, 50 or 100Nested if Nested-If C language is a conditional statement that contains one other If :) :) #int statement in the other. (v1 =v2) { Print (the first variable is the same as the second variable &al;v2) { printf (First variable is not equal to second
variablen); } else { printf (second variable is greater than first variablen); } } } } } } else {printf (First variable is equal to Second variablen); } return 0; }//Output:Enter the value of first variable:12 Enter the value of second variable:21 First variable is not equal to Second variable is greater than First Variable
Data Structures in C ProgrammingA Data data structure can be defined as a collection of data values, the relationships among them, and the functions that are applied on to the data. They are broadly classified as follows. Primitive Data Structures / Built-in Data StructuresAbstract Data Structures / User-
Defined Data StructuresArraysAn array is defined as the collection of similar type of data items stored at contiguous memory locations. The array is the simplest data structure where each data element can be randomly accessed by using its index number. There are three different types of Arrays,
namely:One-Dimensional ArrayTwo-Dimensional ArrayMulti-Dimensional ArrayOne-Dimensional ArrayThe Dimensional Arraycan be defined as an array with a single row and multiple columns. The elements in the 1D array are accessed using their index numbers.int arrayone[10]; Two-Dimensional
ArrayThe two-dimensional {= printf (first = variable= is= not= equal= to = second = variablen;= else= {= printf =second= variable= is= greater= than= first= variablen;= =}=else= else = == printf (first= variable= is= equal= to= second= second= variablen;= == return= 0;=}//output:enter= the= value= of= first=
variable= variable= :12= enter= the= value= of second= second = variable= 21= first= variable= is= not= equal= to= second= variable= variable= is= greater= than= first = variabledata= structures= in= c= programminga= data= structure= be= defined= as= a= collection= of = data= values,= the=
relationships = among = them,==and= the= functions= that= are= applied= applied= on= to = the = data.= they= are= broadly = classified= as= follows.primitive= structures= built-in= data= structuresabstract= data= structures= user-defined= data= structuresarraysan= array= is= defined= as= the=
collection= of= similar= type= of= data= items= stored= at= contiguous= memory= locations.= the= array= is= the= simplest= data= structure= where= each= data= element= can= be= randomly= accessed= by= using= its= index= number.there= are= three= different= types= of= arrays,= namely:one-
dimensional= arraytwo-dimensional= arraymulti-dimensional= arrayone-dimensional= arraythe= one-dimensional= array= can= be= defined= as= an= array= with= a= single= row= and= multiple= columns.= the= elements= in= the= 1d= array= are= accessed= using= their= index= numbers.int=
arrayone[10];two-dimensional= arraythe= two-dimensional=&gt;&lt;/v2) { printf(First variable is not equal to Second variablen); } else { printf(Second variable is greater than First variablen); } } else { printf(First variable is equal to Second variablen); } return 0; }//Output:Enter the value of First variable :12
Enter the value of Second variable :21 First variable is not equal to Second variable Second variable is greater than First variableData Structures in C ProgrammingA Data structure can be defined as a collection of data values, the relationships among them, and the functions that are applied on to the
data. They are broadly classified as follows. Primitive Data Structures / Built-in Data StructuresAbstract Data Structures / User-Defined Data StructuresArraysAn array is defined as the collection of similar type of data items stored at contiguous memory locations. The array is the simplest data structure
where each data element can be randomly accessed by using its index number. There are three different types of Arrays, namely:One-Dimensional ArrayTwo-Dimensional ArrayMulti-Dimensional ArrayOne-Dimensional ArrayThe One-dimensional array can be defined as an array with a single row and
multiple columns. The elements in the 1D array are accessed using their index numbers.int arrayone[10]; Two-Dimensional ArrayThe two-dimensional &gt; 않음); (v1&lt;/stdio.h&gt; &lt;/stdio.h&gt; &lt;/stdio.h&gt; &lt;/stdio.h&gt; It can be defined as an array. A 2D array consists of a matrix that can be
represented by a collection of rows and columns. Elements in the array are accessed using the crosscoordinates.int array[10][5]. Multidimensional arrays You can define multidimensional arrays as arrays. A 3D array consists of a 3D matrix that can be represented by a collection of rows and columns.
Elements in the array are accessed using array coordinates.int array3[10][10][10]. Linked ListsLinked lists are linear data structures similar to arrays, but the only difference is that elements are stored at random addresses and are connected using pointers, rather than being stored in sequential memory
locations. Singly linked listUserAssociated ListLinked ListA Singly linked listA singly linked list is an alternate list of one-dimensional arrays. Elements in the singly connection list are stored in a sequential format, but stored in different memory locations that are interconnected to each other through
pointers. The Singly linked list can only pass in one directionCode can be found heredouble link list double-linked list is an alternative for a two-dimensional array. Elements in the dual-connection list are stored in a sequential format, but stored in different memory locations that are interconnected to each
other through pointers. The double connection list can be traversed in both directions. The code for the double link list can be found herecircular linked ListA circular link list is similar to that of the song link list. The only difference, however, is that the tail pointer from the circular linked list points back to
the head. The code for the circular linked list can be found herefile in The Default File Processing Technology in C, which provides the basic functions that users can perform for files in the system. FunctionOperationfopen (open the file fclose) to close the file fgets (to read the file print) (to read the file
print) write to the filer – file. When you open the file successfully, it loads into memory and sets a pointer that points to the first character. If the file cannot be opened, fopen() returns NULL. w - search file. If there is a file, its contents will be overwritten. If no files exist, a new file is created. If the file cannot
be opened, return null. a - search file. When you open the file successfully, it loads into memory and sets a pointer that points to the last character. If no files exist, a new file is created. If the file cannot be opened, return null. r+ - search file. When opened, it successfully loads into fopen() memory and
sets a pointer that points to the first character. If the file cannot be opened, return null. w+ - search file. If there is a file, its contents will be overwritten. If no files exist, a new file is created. If the file cannot be opened, return null. a+ - Search When the file opens successfully,) it loads into memory and sets
a pointer pointing to the last character. If no files exist, a new file is created. If the file cannot be opened, return null. StackThe stacks are linear data structures that follow the specific order in which operations are performed. An order can be LIFO (last first out) or FILO (first in the last out). The code for the
stack can be found hereQA queues are linear structures that follow the specific order in which the operation is performed. The order is the first in the first out (FIFO). C also contains a circular queue.Code for the queueGraphgraph is defined as a data structure that is displayed in a graphical format using
nodes and edges. There are three types of graphs. Graphs in the C language are typically displayed in two formats: for example: Strings strings are defined as a one-dimensional array of characters terminated by null characters. An array of characters or strings is used to store text, such as words or
sentences. Each character in the array occupies one memory byte, and the last character should always be a string of 0.2 types: the string function provided in the C language is: Functionstrlen() copies the string to the target of the string () copying the string from the source () to combine the two strings
and use the two strings to compare the first stromp ().) Convert the string to a sub-case-rough () and copy the string to the upper casestru () string scan functionstron () to some of the two strings/examples of the other sttrups,which is #include to &lt;stdio.h&gt; &gt;string.h&gt; note). char text [10]=Edureka;
Length = strande (array) and printproof (string length = %d n, length); Return 0; } Output string length = 7FunctionsA function can be defined as a granular program of the main program enclosed within the flower bracket. You can call a function from the main program to implement the feature. This
procedure provides code reusability and is modular. A function can be called multiple times by a program. C Programs can be easily tracked when divided into functions. Reusability is the main achievement of the C function. Rules that must be followed to use a function: The function must be declared
globally, and the name of the function, the parameters of the function, and the type of return of the function must be clearly specified. While calling a function from anywhere in the program, you should be aware of the matching number of elements in the argument list with the data type in the argument list.
After declaring a function, the parameters declared in the function, the code segment, and the &gt;/string.h&gt;&gt;/stdio.h;Value. Return value without an argument without a return value without the four side factors that use the function in C ProgrammingFunction, without the transfer and the return value
without arguments and return values, without arguments and return valuestructure, and unionStructureA structure is a type of custom data available in C that can combine data items of different data types together. The structure is used to represent records. The keyword used to declare the structure is
the keyword used for the rescue declaration.//Example: Include&lt;stdio.h&gt; structure distance {int feet; floating inch; } dist1, dist2, sum; int main () { printf (first distance); printf (foot input:); scan (%d, &amp; dist1.feet); print (inch input:); scan (%f,&amp;dist1.inch); print (second distance); print (foot input:
scan); (%); d,&amp;dist2.feet); print (inch input:); scan (%f,&amp;dist2.inch); sum.feet = dist1.feet + dist2.feet;sum.inch = dist1.inch + dist2.inch while (sum.inch!= 12) {++sum.feet; sum.inch - sum.inch - 12; } printf (total of distance = %d'%.1f\, sum.feet, sum.inch); return 0; } Output1st Distance Input Feet:
12 inch Input: 7.9 2nd Distance Input Feet: 2 inch Input: 9.8 Street Total = 15'-5.7UnionA Union is a special data type available in C that can store different data types in the same memory location. Unions are keywords used to declare unions.//Example: included&lt;stdio.h&gt; union employees {int Id; char
Name[25]; int Age; long salary; ≤; Void Maine () { Union Employee E;printf (nEnter Employee ID:); Scanf (%d,&amp;& E.Id); printf (nEnter employee name: ); Scan (%&amp;&amp; E.Name); printf (nEnter employee age: ); Scanf (%d,&amp; E.Age); printf (nEnter employee salary: ); Scanf (%ld, &amp; E.
Salary); Printp (nnEmployee Id: %d, E.Id); printf (n Employee name: %s, E.Name); Printp (nEmployee Age: %d, E.Age); printf (n employee salary: %ld, E. salary); }/outputenter enter employee id: 102191 employee name input: 29 employee salary input: 45000 employee ID: 102011 employee name: Ajay
employee age: 26 employee salary: 26 employee salary: difference in structure and combination 45000 structure and union structure combination keyword memory reset all membersshared memory reset all members can all be reset, A change in the value of one member allows one member to access
each other, and the change in the value of one member does not affect the value of the other member. You want to understand the importance of what you do with data structures, syntax, features, and tasks. Now i've understood the basics of programming in C, Check out java training offered by Edureka
on many technologies like Java, Spring and many more, got a reliable online learning company with a network of more than 250,000 satisfied learners asked us a question for us? Mentioned in&lt;/stdio.h;&gt;/stdio.h;This C programming tutorialblog commentsectionWe will come back to you as soon as
possible. Possible.
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